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The Development of Policy in Soviet
Russia

isted? But is that an argument! Was not the Oc
tober Revolution- something new, something hither
to unknown in history! Yet it came about. Is not 
the form of the Soviet State something new, without 
precedent in the centuries of human development i 
Yet it has been* brought about.

Every truly great revolution creates something 
new, and thereby makes a step forward. The Bus-- 
sian Revolution has also produced its novelty. It 
gave to the world the Soviet State. That State is 
now groping forward in the pains and torments of 
the Soviet economy, the connecting link between 
two great historical epochs. But it is moving for
ward, and no obstacle will prevent it reaching its 
goal.

Today in Europe there are two camps—the bour
geoisie and the proletariat. Neither camp possesses 
sufficient strength to overthrow its adversary. The 
Bourgeoisie is already unable completely to main-i 
tain its dictatorship. The proletariat is still not 
strong enough to accomplish the social revolution. 
Of course, the strength of the proletariat constant
ly increases and the strength of the bourgeoisie con
stantly declines, but as yet the strength of the two 
sides is too equal. Neither can display sufficient 

Just for this reason the intervention of the

Editor's Note:—This is the second and concluding in
stallment of !.. Maiski’s article, reproduced tn. t'he Clarion 

! from the "Manchester Guardian Commercial,” July 6, 1922.
Installment appeared in the Clarion Aug. 1, andThe first

ended with the question: Can the retreat really end in
now the author’s opdn-pre-war capitalism? There follows

the matter which, of course, is subject to the- judg-ion on
mont of time and events.

Certainly not. It would be an historical absurd
ity. The enemies of the Soviet Republic count upon 
the aid of crude counter-revolutionary forces to re
establish pre-war capitalism in Russia,

The Forces of Counter-Revolution.

energy.
European bourgeoisie from 1917 to 1920 was not 
strong enough to overthrow Communism in Russia.
Just for this reason it will be no more powerful in 

Certainly not inside Russia. Counter-revolution the future. For all who have eyes, it is clear that 
of every shade and colour has been decisively de- the force which will crush Russian, Communism can- 
feated, and it is vain for the bourgeoisie to hope for nof come from the West, 
its resurrection in the ranks of thel peasantry. With Russia’s Immediate Future,
the introduction of the new economic policy of the But if the restoration of pre-war capitalism in 
Soviet power the village will never rise up against Russia-is impossible, what, then, will happen!
the proletariat. It will permit the free activity of ft is evident that something is going to take place not and cannot understand that new economic and 
the Communist town as long as the latter pays at- which history has never before seen. The Soviet political structure which the Soviet Republic has in-

these interests is sufficiently proved by the recent hold power in their hands. It will be an economic The bourgeois world is terribly deceived. The men 
of Lenin at the Eleventh Congress of the structure, embodying a transition from Capitalism who are now directing the affairs of Soviet Russia

* to Socialism. It will not be pure Socialism, the day are'not dreamers, and they are not bourgeois. They
of which has not yet come, and it will not be pure are Communist realists, and on that account they are

new Russia, a Russia of

But do such forces exist ?

The bourgeois world is accustomed to think ac
cording to its old standards. Its consciousness is 
a conservative one! It possesses neither elasticity 
nor enterprise, for it is nearing its decline. Its gaze 
is not forward, but to the rear. Therefore it will
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utterances
Russian Communist party. «

Do such forces exist in the West?
No It is true that the Socialist revolution in Cfâpjtalism, the day of which is already declimng. capable of constructing 

Europe has been delayed ; nevertheless, ever since jt will be a unique union of the past and the future the toilers, without its parallel in bourgeois coun-f 
the-outbreak of the Great War, the whole of civilised —the eo-existence and intermingling of elements of tries, representing a -great step forward upon the 

" hnmanity has entered vfpon the transition (from Capitalism and Socialism. It is upon this interme- path of the political and economic creativeness of 
capitalism to Communism.' diary line that the retreat which was begun by the humanity. . . .

The Decline of Capitalism. Communist party a year ago will cease. Here is Russia and the Capitalist World,
realism is clearlv perishing A symptom of the limit beyond which it will not retire. And the This fact has tremendous significance not only 

... +,1P imnmalist war which made it clear to Soviet Republic has now reached that limit. for Russia but for the whole world. For a certain
the whole world what frightful destruction threat- What the appearance of that State economic period upon the continents of the Old World there 

mankind by the capitalist methods of solving in- organism which has developed as the result of the will co-exist two distinct economic systems-the cap- 
temational conflicts ’ Another symptom is that pro- Revolution will he it is still difficult to say with any talist and the Soviet,-and the question of their 
fonnd economic crisis in the throes of which Europe definiteness. The Russian Communists are now mutual relationship is of first-class political and 
and America have been agonising for three years, moulding its concrete outline, and, naturally, like economic importance.
Tht crisis "is evidence that capitalist resource is all pioneers, in the process they are making many The world of capitalist economy at present finds 

L nt «nlvincr the greatest of all economic voluntary and involuntary errors. But the crux of itself m an extremely difficult situation, and the 
ThW-tie problem of nrlduction. Another the matter does not lie in the errors ; it lies in those- power of the Soviet Republic extends over the rich- 

Zn i, that warm sympathy which the Soviet essential foundations upon which the workers and est areas of the terrestrial globe. It is enough to 
SZblte awakens in the best minds of world mil- peasants’ State is to be constructed, and which must mention Siberia with her inexhaustible soil and tim- 
tnwTand civilisation Anatole France, Romain Bol- combine the inevitable compromises of practical life her and mining resources. Every attempt to control 
land Grandes Steinmetz and a number of other with the unshakable revolutionary ideal of the prq, even temporarily the machine of world economy 
land, B - .. o{ science and literature openly de- letariat. The Russian Communists consider that inevitably centres round the exploitation of the ec-

at the present historical stage these essential founda- onomic resources of Russia. And therefore that in
flow of foreign capital into Russia, the desirability 
and necessity for which has time and again been ex- 

matter in which the Soviet Republic

ens

well-known men
dared their sympathy for the Workers’ and Peas-

here a repetition of what oc- tions are the following :
1. The nationalisation of the land.
2. State capitalism embracing the basic indus- pressed, is

are tries and branches of national economy. ,. and the whole capitalist world is equally interested.
fundamentals the Soviet Republic This is not a question of charity; it is a' question of

ants’ Republic. We see 
eurred at
France before the great Revolution: the best and 
the shrewdest, representatives of the dying class
coming over to the side of the new class to whom without repudiating itself. Upon enlightened self-interest. Worker and peasant Rus-
the future bdo^ Bo is WorM. them stands and falls the whole historical signifi- sia does not refuse and never has refused this kind

Ree^ise^Titalism is growing decrepit, it cannot canee of its existence. of relationship, as long as it is not accompanied by
, suffiS force to annihilate the Communist But are we simply imagining the protracted exis- the restoration of the system of private property.
• Frnm 1917 to 1920 the whole hour- fence of the Soviet Republic? Are we simply im- This policy it will maintain in the future.

geoTworld levied war against the Soviet Republic; agining an economic structure combining a power- The Russian Republic and World Reconstruction^
nevertheless the Republic held its own. Why? First fully developed State capitalism with a multiform The Soviet Republic is at the present time the 
of alf of course because Russian workers and peas- system of private capitalism! advance post of tiie social, economic, and political

’ * the cos’t of incredible suffering, were able Nobody hitherto could prove with conviction that progress of mankind. For the moment she stands
7 theh- revolution. But there was another it is impossible. Tn fact, why should it he impos- alone, but one must be blind not to perceive the
° the impotence of the capi- sible! Is it because it is something entirely new, world-wide influence of Social ideas. The complets

because nothing of a similar nature has hitherto ex- (Continued on page 4)

the end of the eighteenth century in

sum up

That reason wasreason, 
talist world itself.
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The Origin of the World have flourished all through, the ages, and! abound in 
the sea today as they must have done in the earliest 
ages of the world. And yet the jelly-fishes are al- . 
most pure water ! Think of the miracle of the tiny 
springs, made of sea-water ! Think" of the jelly
fishes floating about in the sea, driven by the wind 
and the tide, with not enough locomotive power to 
avoid the beaches or the rocks, and yet swimming

:

By R. McMillan.

eyes, the ears, the nose, have all grown throughTHE JELLY FISH.
necessity in the struggle for existence. Life was
dear to the lowliest, because, if an animal did not through all ages ! They have eyes and -ears and 
love life, and was not prepared to struggle for it, nerves, and they are beautifully fitted for killing 

How did anything originate ? Of necessity ! How there was no hope for its success in a world where their prey; and they live on life, and they die, and
did eyes originate? There is a question for you! every living thing lived on every other living thing.
The eyes of insects are very different from the eyes Lite lived on life, and love of life grew into a pas- 
of men. The eyes of flies, of beetles, and of spiders sion, because it was only through a love of life that 

simply amazing in their wonderful complexity; life was possible. But how slowly that love must 
but the human eye is, like everything else about us, have developed during the untold ages of develop- 
a miracle. Mind you, a human eyë is a very poor ment, and how unconscious we are; of its existence
instrument, and its power is very limited. It is apt even, yet! We cling to life with a fierce tenacity
to get out of order, and a very little renders it quite which we are mostly unable to explain ; but it arose are beyond all human comprehension,
useless. People have a lot of trouble with their ™ the ages of strife, long before living things had Next Lesson: THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE

become conscious, and it exists today as one of the _____________

CHAPTER XIV.

pass away as we do, and leave their children to j 
carry on the struggle as they have done.

You ask about the origin of the world. The de- | 
velopment of the gaseous mass was wonderful i 
enough, but it is not nearly so marvellous to me as j 
the development of the jelly-fish. All origins are •> 
miraculous to me, and the forms of living things 1

are

eyes; but science has come in to help -us. We have 
eye-glasses now, and spectacles, microscopes, and roots of life itself.
telescopes ; and we can now help the poor human f°im °f the jelly fish is suited to its wan ^ more gloomy view of the actùal world situa-

things that used to be invisible to it. But er“J=> sea-borne, wind-driven existence, and it has a^j5n than thftt now given by Signor de Michelis, the
probably endured for ages, because it was admirably Italian Commissioner for Emigration, would be hard 
fitted for the life it lived. We cannot speak with to find. What adds to the blackness of the picture 
certainty about its age, for the simple reason that is the fa°f that its painter had every reason to give 
,, . . , , ... , „ it as cheerful a tone as possible. He is the official ofthe jelly-fish, being almost entirely composed of a cmmtry whi,.h has 1T‘ore inhabitants than It can
water, has left no fossil remains ; but J, am under support, which rmjst find an outlet in emigration 
the impression that it is one of the earliest forms of for hundreds of thousands of its citizens. Here is 
marine life—that is, of the free swimmers. One of his report, country by country : 

far away from the sea that I fear you may never the jelly.fishes begins life fixed on a stalk as a 
have seen one.

LEAVING “HOME”

eye to see
how do you think eyes originated,at the very first?

I do not think that anybody really knows. All 
the same, I have watched the development of eyes 
for many years, and I will tell you how I think they
originated.

Did you ever see a jelly-fish? You live so far
Albania—Because of the unstable political situ

ation and the grave economic crisis, emigrants are 
not advised to go to this country.

Austria—The present conditions, made more seri
ous by the recent depreciation of the crone, make 

while, and then fix themselves on the rocks again, as Italian emigration here impossible, 
their grandparents did. This “ alternation, of gen
eration,” as it is called, is a very curious fact in minished by the war, it is sufficient for the labor 

they would make good manure, so he carted a great ijfe_ and accounts for a lot of things ; but I had needs of thé count: 
heap from the beach to his farm; but next day they better not stop to discuss it now, because I want to creaSed hvWrefugees h-rm Thrace,^ Dotrujrand 
had all melted away. Men and animals are com- teil yon a curious thing about the jelly-fish. Russia, there is no place for foreign workers,
posed largely of water—say from seventy to ninety j called your attention to the long tendrils which Czecho-SIovakia—the fall of the mark, which
per cent.—but jelly-fish are nearly all water. I do bang from the edge of the bell of the jelly-fish If you, makes it impossible -for local industries to compete 
not know how to count percentages in a case like gaw them in water> you would think they were made with Germany, and other factors have here created

‘this, but a jelly-fish is about four hundreds of water of purg glass. they are so bright and transparent. Yet De°nmTrk-^Severe’ economTcTn^industrial^risis
to one of solid matter. Ihere is very little oi any- they are armed with deadly stings. These are the throughout the country and much unemployment.

weapons of the jelly-fish, both for offence and de
fence, and they are also a means of securing food, tion—nil. 

ers, and are able to sting, and digest, and reproduce Yqu may think that eyes are wonderful, and the ears 
their kind. It is so wonderful to think about that

jelly-bell, but it breaks off the stalk and swims 
away as a little swimming medusa. The free swim- 

"tal, while others are quite highly coloured. But mer then develops eggs, or seeds, which grow a little 
there is an immense variety of them, and at times, 
when the wind blows landwards, they are driven on 
to the beach in thousands. A farmer once thought

Some of them lock just like glass, clear as erys-

Belgium— Though the population has been di-

thing in them except water, and. yet they live and 
move, and have eyes and ears, and locomotive pow-

Esthonia—Power of absorbing Italian emigra-

Finland—Can be considered for the present, at 
marvellous ; but these threads that hang from the least, as a field absolutely closed to our emigration, 

it grows awesome, and I doubt whether I can ex- edge of the jeny„bell are more wonderful to me. The . France—Superfluity of workmen except in the 
plain to you all I know and think about a jelly-fish, tendrils are made of water, but they are armed with districts of Dijon and Nancy.

You will see long filaments hanging from deadly springs of the most cunning description ; and Buropea,Hm7ntSs, buTemigSn not "adîdsed b"
the bell, like whips. In those whips are the ] think the ends of the springs are poisoned, but 1 eause 0f the low and changing value of the mark
stings, and around the margin of the bell are the am not quite certain about that. The springs are so and the regulations handicapping foreigners,
eyes and ears of the animal. The eyes are simply small that they are quite invisible to our poor human-
spots of colour; they are primitive eyes, I think, eyes, but, now that we have a microscope to aid us, present, as unemployed number 1,700,000.

Greece—Critical economic situations, especially

Great Britain—No reason for nourishing hope at

the animal is all eyes, to some extent, for a shadow we can see them. There must be millions of tiny 
falling on it would affect the whole glassy body ; but stings on the long, glassy filaments of the jelly-fish, 
the pigment spots are more sensitive to light than 
the rest of the body, and so they are rudimentary they are poisonous) “thread cells.” In each cell

there is coiled a tiny armed thread. When any-

hecause of the conditions in Macedonia and the con
tinuance of the war.Scientific people call these poison-arrows (if

Hungary—More than ever a country of emigra
tion, as unemployed are numerous.

Jugoslavia—Bad economic conditions, overabun-
Look into the eyes of your neighbours—into your thing swimming in the sea touches the filament, it dant (abol. supply, low' wages and low value of 

grandfather’s eyes, for instance—and you will see breaks the thin film of skin, and the arrow flies out rency combine to make it unadvisable for our en- 
that his eyes are colour-masses. If you think it and impales the swimmer. It is the most marvellous, i grants, 
out, you will perceive that they are simply a de- wondrous spring that I ever saw, and yet it is made 
velopment of the pigment spots on the primitive out of water, and quite invisible to the naked eye. 
jelly-fish ! The human eye has developed, througW This is the cunningest little arrow imaginable ;
millions of years, from such a lowly beginning as and if ever you go to the seaside you can expert- Russia_TMil its industrial activity has been re- 
that. I discovered early that the pigment spots of ment with it. You may not. be able to get a jelly- sumedj. Wg must limit ourselves to developing any 
molluscs were their rudimentary eyes, and that fish, but you can try it with an anemone, on the agricultural concession we obtain. Workmen should 
there are no eyes without colour. That is curious, is rocks at low tide. If you find an anemone with its not go there unless they arc strongly backed by 
it not? The ears of animals are much the same, for tentacles outspread, put the palm of your hand on capital.
they are parts of the animal which have grown sen- to it, and you will find that it seems to cling to your nneH/oyment'gc!icr ” 8 ^ ’ usiness Para -vze >

sitive to sound, as the eyes have grown sensitive to skin. It will not hurt you, but it will give you a ""^wedm-PoSe only for a few artisans skilled 
light. Other parts grew sensitive to smell, and so curious feeling of something uncanny. The cause -n erafts lit.tle known here, 
the organs of sight and hearing and smell have de- of the clinging is that thousands of little stings have 
veloped from the very simplest beginnings, and attacked your skin, but your epidermis is so thick 
great books have been written about each of them. that they cannot pierce it..

What you have got to keep clearly in your mind Those microscopic stings of anemones and jelly-

eyes.
cur-

Lithuania, Luxemburg, Monaea, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal and Rumania—All suff
ering seriously from unemployment. No hope, even 
in the near future, for Italian emigration.

Switzerland—About 100,000 now unemployed. 
Turkey in Europe—Cost of living extremely 

high and more workers than work.
Argentina—As in nearly all South American j 

is this: The world began as a fire-mist, and every- fish were never intended to deal with human skins, countries, a very grave economic crisis, which! is be
coming more and more alarming, makes the usual 
emigration to this nation impossible at present. 

Bolivia—Mining industries almost paralyzed be- 
plasmic jelly up to man himself, the crowning glory on the earth. They were probably developed be- cause of lack of demand. Offers, however, a magni- 
of development. Nothing began as it is today, fore there were any big swimmers in the water, fieent field for colonization by well organized com- 
Nothing was complete from the beginning ; every- They were so admirably adapted to capture the tiny panics with strong backing, 
thing has developed from the simplest form. The prey with which the sea swarms that the jelly-fish (Continued on page 3)

thing has been developed through untold ages of or with great big enemies, for they were developed 
life and struggle, from the lowest cell of proto- millions and millions of years before men existed



“Coal miningpublication, in May, 1922, states: 
trouble in Spain. The employers have notified their 

of the decision, stating that it is impossible to 
compete with foreign traders unless wages are re
duced, the only alternative being to close their

Capitalism and Coal men

BY J. T. WALTON NEWBOLD. mines. ’ ’
The Bosses* “Double Cross ”

r set- jïïi rt, r Frf ï trvz
damental importance as that of ooal-miining. “diluted” by the brmgmg in of agricultural wer compete with foreign traders” on the Spanish

The whole fabric of manufacture and trade lias been ers with a much lower standard of life. market. Then they even matters by cutting wages
built up on the use of the one form of fuel that, In Lanarkshire and South Wales, organisation in Spain <«t0 compete with foreign traders, pre, 
unti! recently, was commercially utilisable. The WM only achieved with the greatest difficulty by sumkbly from South Wales Next January they Will 
ercat centres of population (outside London) are on reason 0f the fact that, in the former area, masters try t0 swing it across South Wales once again and 
the coalfields or close thereto. Every great indus- like Stewarts of Murdostown and Houldsworths of so on—till Frank Hodges asks them to refrain m 
trv has developed in an area which is, virtually, co- Collness had introduced low-paid Irish immigrants, the interests of his Ten Years’ Truce of Mammon, 
terminons with a great coalfield. the victims of famine and poverty in their own But European competition is not the permanent.

Not all the coalfields are, of course, of equal im- country, whose real menace of a lower standard of danger. It may pass. The competition ot A rica 
nortanee Some of them, even, some of the more ex- wages and conditions was disguised and presented and of Asia has come to stay, to become more deadly. 
P ' diminishing influence within the as an antagonism of religious faith and national The Communist (London)

ideas.
tènsive, have a
capitalist system.

Those that matter are in: Fife; the Lothians; Smillic in the Clyde Valley and Richards in Mon- 
Lanarkshire ; Northumberland; Durham; South mouthshirej to whose pioneer work so much of the 
Yorkshire; Derby and Notts; Lancashire; Stafford- mjnerg, organisation in these areas was due, en- 

shire; and South Wales. countered- almost insuperable difficulties in
* Having considered the last-named in a specia con)jng the jealousies of religion and of race which,
article and nothing of vital import, having occurred ij]$e Motherwen and Ebbw Vale, it. has for ‘ "canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Nic>
since that study appeared last October, except that ^ generations been the calculated and deliberate aragua> Panama, Paraguay, Peru-Economic and 
prices have continued to fall and unemployment and ^ ^ ^ master-class to aggravate and prolong. financial conditions at present, particular y in an-
low wages to prove themselves a chronic rather than [t wgg factors sueh as these, counting for all too. ada, condemn emigrant to hard times, 
a temporary feature, South Wales will not come in on some of the coalfields, which hindered the Mexico—Workmen not counseled to go liere m
for treatment in thi, number. effective exercise ot an industrial power which

The coalfields with which wo «*"***£ onomie conditions had placed in the hand,.,, the 
sion concerned are those which supply the steady
demand for house coal, the comparatively régulai ^ when not 0nlv has the coal market be- 

requirements o, the rai «•»« d.tornatienal, bn, the proletariat o, Bengal
plants, the varying needs of 8uie - y’ d pf Kailan newly recruited from the rice and
of the iron and steel trades, the Jimmished wan A ^ ’antry of In'dia and of China, is send-
of the shipibnnkering business and the profound > ^ coal frQm the rapidiy developing col-

disturbed export market ble ^ Bflst to bullker ships, formerly get-
As a general rule, the mm ti tbejr fuei supplies from Durham and South

himself with any thought as to what becomes o it searee1y becomes a miner’s leader to talk
coal which he cuts and sends to ^t moath or ^ of „the Asiatic mind.” ure 0f that design. If trade unionism were still an
loading into the wagons in the colliery siding. 1 e ,, v , „v:, b now seemed to be a necessary evil. While it
applies his toil to the coal andrthereby gives it value With capital flowing s eaci y 10m be kept in hand it could rot be destroyed.

itszs FviEE5HHB5to,he"^EHEE «oing more and more into Indian coal, the workings rapid accumulation of profits, and of reckless specu-
little in need of iation. So it continued, until nearly the end 18.,,).

at the moment when perpetual summer seemed

LEAVING HOME
(Continued from page 2)

Brazil—Local conditions make emigration here 
most unadvisable. Italians who have lived in Brazil 
for years are now finding it necessary to return to 
Italy

over

workers.

TRADE UNIONISM FROM 1825-1836.

BY W. W. CRAIK.

-—HE Acts of 1799-1800 had been designed to 
I extinguish trade unionism. The Acts of 1824- 

JL 1825 were involuntary confessions of the fail-

cases
eustomed to a state 
he has sent up the shaft lias
peared and the manager has asked for more that
he has never worried himself about the disposal of 0f Mr. Hodges agile mind seem a
the commodity which hi, „bo»v produce, out o, the * „„ ,ri,h„.„ 27^, the crash come. industry w., brought

standstill. The hands had produced suehrock face. ™ contentment Lithuanians who were employed to weaken the re- alm0st to a
Prosperity and ' as sistance of the miners. Today, it is Indians, Chin- an abundance as to make themselves superabundant.

"As long as British cap va ism w ' _ odi’ties ese and Kaffirs. Only last week there was news of pour year8 elapsed before any appreciable recovery
,o„g „ Ac market or o “,T,Î fui Ac loss ty South wL . South America, coal ml(U, D„ri„g thi, period, trade uni.uiem Act

continued to absorb them a d contract of thirtv years’ duration as a result of disastrously. All resistance failed to prevent a gen-
more, as long as British shipping ^ }e on South African price-cutting. Nantgarw cannot com- eral fall in wages. Organisations perished in at-
perous, as long as Bnt!sh coa ,ong did pete with Natal. Black labor is given preference tempting to stem the tide of depression. Many angry
the Continent and in South Ame , - ftB ^ wMte beealise it is cheaper. There can be no disturbances occurred, in which hunger-maddened

indisponible commodity caUcd^ ^ ^ hope for a miners’ organisation that does not take workmen answered violence with violence,
way, unchecked as on an eid ^ b d, consideration the raising of the wages and „ Wretehednew, min and misery swallow up all
head to the mmeral-tram and thence by of life of the black, the yellow and the ^ ^ v0,tex>„ said a Member of Parliament. “A

1 d°F,t0 « VTmV.er had some excuse for taking dark-skinned wage-workers of Africa and ot Asia. yery large portion of the working-classes were ap- 
1 ' If seriouslv end walking up the floor of every At this moment, the menace m the mmd of every proachjng starvation,” declared another; “the best 

1 1UTnf r'Ene v consciou! that his organization thinking miner is the competition with British coal, en could not ftnd employment; the large far-
C° teT1Tack one^of the working-class movement, pf the coal produced by the low-paid and over- ^ wa8 reduced t0 a small farmer, the small farmer 
Z l~re of commerce and indu,i, rest- wrougM miners of Germany ~andum, pre- wa beeomi labourer and the labourer was he-

::„,Pdt he,plots. exports to Russia, Germany Fr.ueo, - »,«- ™ rapt,,, inere.ring in dime,,-
could =e ^ of eoal mueh sooner than com- pared with the pre-war period, amounts (foi 19. ^ ^ vigQnr The .industrial Revolutmn had
merce runs out of cotton, woolens, boots and other to a figure of !9y2 nulhon tons ot coa . ^ ^ made the old electoral arrangements for represent-

f tures So long as the British miner had a In France, in c gmn , - ’ i<the ation in Parliament hopelessly inadequate. Large
oX supplying .... ,0 the exp,,, and borne l.mted 8,*, to -; ««; ^ * „,„u„e»u,mg „n,res Ilk, Man,he,.,,. Leeds end

given moderate intelligence and Iron and Coal Tiades ® ® * theil. Birmingham had no independent representation,
honesty on the par. -, hi, offieials, in a- impregn- ,o_work lo-g^ ^ enallle wM, barely discoverable en the map

mu.eT-f 'tbe Obsolete Organisation o, tire Miner,, their masters to retain their m»rite& Even A= suc^VI^^t”d dirontmt thl, time and the

slow to organise Germans are not exempt from attacks on thee,gl colouT ,ziv(,n to the .ideals of the Reform
into unions and still slower to come together into a hour <lajL :inspiredl byjust ^ ^ agitation, drew many of the workers to look to poli-
nation-wide federation. They had the advantage ot As foi the P««tiOT n P ^ ^ tieal reform for the redress of those economic gnev-
working in association and of living, in village com- mfieant. The on . ’ R Lle4ellyn the ances that trade-union action had failed to secure,
inunities by themselves. They had no lines of de- «)rd«d^t”1°” ners ‘ were extending their in- The Liberal and Radical leaders of the middle-class 
marcation caused by peculiarities ,, *£££ ot Spli„. The sum. (Corithmed .n page 5,

I

the

Industry runs

mon
markets he was, had

It is true that the miners were

to divide them. They had, on

t .

*
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2126Total
Of the 43 candidates 13 saved the deposit of $200, 

that is to say, only three of the thirty-three candi
dates not elected saved the deposit, Comrade Arm
strong’s name being among the three.

Of the first choice ballots cast for the 43 candi
dates, Armstrong’s 1273 stands ninth. Comparison 
between this and the votes recorded in the name 
of the Workers’ Party has been asked for from us, 
and here it is . The W. P. had three candidates and 
their first choice ballots recorded these totals:

102Hammond....
Henderson ... 
Popovitch ....

ELECTION DIAGNOSIS.
N analysis of Manitoba election returns ^hows 
Comrade George Armstrong, S. P. of C. can
didate in Winnipeg, to be counted out. George 

will very likely enter a vigorous denial at the use of 
the words “counted out,” but we are in the realms 
of arithmetic now and are under the spell of the 
figures on the proportional representation election 
return sheet, which looks like a book page of log
arithms.

Winnipeg sends ten members to the Legislative 
Assembly, and for the ten seats there were nomin
ated in this election (July 18) 43 candidates.

Of the 43 candidates two received the required 
quota, only one of them—Dixon, I. L. P.—receiving 
a surplus over the number required to secure elec
tion, the quota being 4030.

Comrade Armstrongs first choice ballots totalled 
1273 and at his highest point, after thirty other can
didates had been counted out, leaving twelve be
sides himself, he reached 2126, which left him 1904 
short- of the quota and 636 under the next highest 
total. He received, therefore, 853 second choice or 
surplus, votes. Of these 853 second choice or sur
plus votes 558 were apparently inherited from labor 
candidates, so-called, of one sort or another, and 295 
attached themselves from other sources. Thus he 
received :

First Choice Ballots..........................
From Dixon (I. L. P.)........................
From Hammond (Workers’ Party)....
From Henderson (Workers’ Party)
From McCarthy (Labor Party).......
From Popovitch (Workers’ Party)
From Sullivan (Labor Party).........
From Winning (A.F. of L. & I.L.P.)
From Others ......................................

A

1273

261
24

1084Total (first choice)
This shows a difference of 686 between their high

est and lowest candidates.
The comparison shows, therefore, that Arm

strong’s first choice ballots alone totalled 189 over 
the total combined first choice ballots cast for the 
three candidates of the Workers’ Party.

Of the second choice, or surplus ballots cast for 
the three W. P. candidates Hammond received 10 
(all from Dixon), giving him a total of 112; Hen
derson received 88 (from various sources), totalling 
282; Popovitch received 251 (from various sources), 
totalling 1039. The total vote cast for the three W. 
P. candidates, including second choice and other 
ballots, totalled 1433, the difference between their

VANCOUVER, B. C. AUGUST 16, 1922.

lowest and highest candidates on second choice and 
other ballots being 927.

The comparison shows further, therefore, that 
Armstrongs final total covers a majority over the 
final combined total of the three W. P. candidates of 
693.

Well, as we said, the assay comes up a little this 
time, and the rise is long overdue after all the dig
ging. Efforts for subs, on the part of our readers ! 
are appreciated, not alone by us but by the new 
readers. They’ll never be happy ‘till they get it.

Following, $1.00 each : J. Ross, E. W. Fane, B. E. 
Polinkos, J. Wilson, F. Varney, H. J. Edwards, C.
F. Orchard, F. Reynolds, A. E. Cotton, G. WaJlaek, 4 
T. Hanwell, R. Brown, J. T. Redfem, J. Lavery, R.
M. Alexander, J. Stark, D. T. Blaekie, T. Benninger,
L. Beitsworth, A. C. Binson, R. Maxwell, C. O’Brien,
T. Scott, A. Griffin, G. Gemmell, G. G. Ross (“R”),
J. A. Mitchell, Arthur Jordan, Ben Dworkin.

Following $2.00 each : John A. Beckman, F. W. 
Moore, S. J. Rose, John Rivers, Tom Sykes, John 
Nelson, W. Fleming.

Following $3.00 each : E. Simpson, Sid. Earp, E.
M. Carruthers, J. M. Sanderson.

J. Knight, ( ’Frisco) $7.20.
Above, Clarion subscriptions received, from 28th 

July to 9th August, inclusive, total, $62.20.

The first choice ballot is, of course, the real 
gauge of working class opinion from our point of 
view, and in the jumble and medley of such a variety 
of candidates of all shades and colors the Winnipeg 
result has certainly shewn some appreciation and 
understanding of our work and outlook. Our tac
tical critics and opponents will surely see now the 
importance of workingj-class education and under
standing, and devote their attention to the reality 
of the problem at hand, which is to remove the mass 
ignorance of the working class concerning its status 
as a class of propertyless wage workers producing 
the wealth of society, and without knowledge of the 
real basis upon which society carries on all its op
erations.

Winnipeg has been recently the battleground of 
dispute over organisation, policy, international affil
iation, tactics and what not, and a serious examina
tion of the representation sheet we have just been 
studying shows the measure of influence the dispute 
has had on our fellow workers outside. They are 
apparently unaware of any need for tactics as we 
understand the use and application of the term ; they 
are certainly unaware of the nature of the problem 
of which they are the most important part. The 
evidence as we see it is all our way and emphasises 
the importance of an educational programme which 
strikes at the root of the problem confronting us: 
working class ignorance.

The disparity between the votes cast for Ham
mond, or Henderson, on one. hand, and Popovitch on 
the other, all members of the same organisation and 
sponsored by it, is indicative of confusion Where 
complete organisation was supposed to exist. Our 
attention is drawn to this particular feature es
pecially following the continuous advertisement 
these same men have given- to the importance of or
ganisation and their own ability to build it. We 
gently remind them of it for their good and for their ^aet that the Soviet Republic exists cannot but ex

pedite and facilitate the transition from Capitalism 
to Socialism.

t-

t
t

t

I

CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.

Following $1.00 each : T. Richardson, Ben Simp
son (per Sid. Earp), W. Clarkson, S. J. Rose, Cath
erine C. Rose, R. M. Alexander, John Nelson, Ben 
Dworkin.

Following $2.00 each : H. G. Churchill, Katherine 
Smith, “B. L. J.”

John A. Beckman 50 cents ; A. Tauren 50 cents ; 
John Rivers $8.00.

Above, C. M. F. contributions, received from 28th 
July to 9th August, inclusive, total $23.00.

DEVELOPMENT IN SOVIET RUSSIA.
(Continued from page 1)

transition from Capitalism to Socialism is only a 
question of time, and this is clearly felt not only by 
the working masses, but also by the more far-sighted 
representatives of the Old World. Naturally, the

consideration.

So the election is over, and the propaganda 
keeps on more vigorously than ever.

Nearly half a century ago, the Russian Nation
alist Socialist N. K. Mikhailovski, in a letter to Karl 
Marx, showed that Russia, basing herself upon the 
peasantry, might make the transition to Socialism 
sooner than the West European countries, and avoid 
the intermediary stage of Capitalism. Karl Marx 
replied : “Theoretically, it is possible that, basing 
yourselves upon revolution in Western Europe you 
may make the transition to Socialism and avoid 
Capitalism, but I can hardly believe in such a pos
sibility. ’ ’

Today, not only among the advanced elements of 
the bourgeoisie but in the ranks of a considerable 
section of the proletariat, the idea of a possible pas
sage from Capitalism to Socialism without a social 
revolution is widespread. To this pacifist Socialism 
the Russian Communists, paraphasing the words of 
Karl Marx, might say: Basing yourselves upon the - 
Soviet Republic, try by .peaceful methods, without 
blood or violence, to achieve the reconstruction of 
the world. We do not believe in the possibility of 
such methods, but we shall welcome your proof to ■ 
the contrary. Prove it if you can.

HERE AND NOW.

We record a somewhat better assay this issue, 
and cheers (and further efforts) are in order. Op
timism, subject to encouragement, will prompt its 
bearer to inordinate tasks, and the bearer, well 
primed, may see possibilities anywhere. The matter 
of getting Clarion readers brings the Clarion to 
queer places and sometimes to places where it is not 
a welcome guest. When we find that the Clarion 
has been lodged in a place where it is not a welcome 
guest we readily recall the biblical instance of the 
gross wastefulness of casting pearls before swinei.

However, a letter lies before us in which ex
tensive references are made to Miss Christobel Pank- 
hurst and the Prince of Wales. Comment of the 
Vancouver “World” on a speech by Miss C. Pank- 
hurst (July 1st) is enclosed. Prepare : “Like the; 
fire of Prometheus and the electricity drawn from 
Franklin’s kite her fire was from the height ; her 
remedy of the empyrean, from the source of uni
versal dynamic, and to be conducted along a strain
ed dialectic from the universal to the particular.” 
Our unkind letter-writer compares such wisdom as 
this to the soothing effect upon him of a Chinese 
orchestra. This, we suppose, is the purpose of the 
news-clipping enclosed with our correspondent’s 
letter—to show the influence of the press on those 
“in high places,” and that the P. of W., as one of 
such is not to blame if he gets queer notions of “de
mocracy” from such reading.

The result being, of course, that we are asked to 
play schoolmaster to the prince and send him a 
Clarion. Well, the sub. is paid for, but we’d really 
be so glad if the prince were a coal miner, a logger, 
a farmer or, in fact, anything! useful.

ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

By PETER T. LBOKŒ.
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of the Reform movement, on the other, served to ef
fect a revival of trade-union activity. From 1830, 
production increased and employment exfcended.The 
revolution in transport especially raised the demand 
for labour. In 1830, the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway was opened. The depression in agriculture 

also passing away. Another period of prosper-

Wherefore Rejoice!
BY C. LESTOR

thoughtless and those that are wise are the most 
thoughtful. Take the economic situation in Brit- 

Sir:—“Current Topics" on Monday called attention Q-n j quote from Sir Robert Horne:—
‘to the most awful problem that has ever been presented 
to a nation.” Are we down and out? Is England, for a 
century thei lighthouse of the world, to be eclipsed? Will 
the millions of unemployed walking our streets ever find 
full employment again—or starve?

Truly the problem is awful and "appalling, and, unfor-

THE PROBLEM OF TODAY. was
ity had set in. Trade-union organisation again came 
to the fore, to participate in this prosperity." “We are suffering today from a failure of trade

and from the lack of industrial enterprise. These in what form did the revival of trade unionism 
conditions affect, us more than they affect any other 
great nation in the world. We depend more than 
any other nation upon the flow of international 

tunately, “Current Topics" leaves the problem with us tr£^e -yye jjaVe built up on a very narrow base of selves upon the minds of the active trade unionists 
unsolved.

The population of England has enormously Increased 
with the discovery of a plentiful supply of coal. Sheffield 
in 1801 had a population of 45,000, in 1911 454,000. Eng
land and Wales, 1801, eleven millions, principally a rural 
population, supported by the land; today we have In this 
tight little island a population of forty-five millions, out of 
which only eight millions are rural papulation—the re
mainder must buy, beg, or steal the food by which they 
live from other countries. Formerly by the abundance of

manifest itself?
The failures of the past had impressed them-

agricultural life a huge and top-heavy superstruc- at this time, as failures arising from lack of cohesion, 
ture of industrialism, and whenever there is depres- gu<5Cess jn the industrial struggle demanded a chang- 
sion of trade we feel it worse than anybody else.

condition with that of ed structure. Local organizations engaging in local 
strikes could not hope to succeed. Large-scale“If you can compare our 

France yon will find that France has a very much
larger part of her population engaged in agriculture national organisation was required in order to en- 
and therefore these great depressions of trade do not sure effective action, 
affect her appreciably, as compared with the re-

coal, we have by out exports been enabled to purchase su|ts 0f our own industrial life. Accordingly, until Ki dom wag formed to include all male cotton- 
our food, but at the present time we arei not doing so, and , . , del>ression disappears we cannot look for . T , . ■ „
gradually „ ,r. Truly «, „ «e m«t dtEftcult * „„ditio„. W” «« ‘‘""P1"-

mimuu, “The,, is -«the, »— whieh refer- nm, wh. =xp.„e„«,d mere ton „meü»we.t- 
the town population eighteen, millions (1911). France ence should be made. Britain has built up her great ness of local unions, took the lead in this new 
has very little coal. Italy the same. But take away the positi0n in the world by the fact that she has fin- mation. The organisation, however, never went be-
eoal of England (or coal value) what can support us? an<;ed alld carried out industrial enterprises in every yond the limits of a federation and in the end re- 
Back to the land say the Government, but It is not thei land 
of England.. Australia or Canada, and the Government 
will shortly tell us to emigrate—or starve.—Yours etc.,

FOUNTAIN PEN.

In 1829, the Grand General Union of the United
our

region of the globe. The railways, docks and bridg- golyed ^sclf jnt0 a federation of Lancashire local 
of the world stand to the credit of British enter

prise and manufacture. From out of the City o£
London there has flowed more money to fructify the

HE above, taken from the Sheffield “Daily earth (and to exploit the slaves—C.L) than out of tion of Labour was
Telegraph ’ ’ of May 23rd, will give you an any other city in the world. ing all wage-workers. rl his also became a federa-
idea of the thoughts that, are beginning to “Unfortunately, there is no longer a flow of cap- tion, embracing about 150 more or less local unions 

take shape in the minds of the un-class-conscious ital to sueh enterprises ; indeed the capital is not be- belonging to the textile and other industries. Its
ing asked for. People are not in a position to bor- 

they were before, almost upon any terms,

es unions.
In 1830. the National Association for the Protee- 

formed with the idea of include

T
slaves of Britain. confined largely to Lancashire and thescope was

Midlands. In the course of a couple of years, thisAt the last election Lloyd George received the row as 
backing of those who acquired wealth by shady tran- without the assistance of the government, and in
sactions during the war—the newly rich. Today many cases they are unwilling to borrow at this time organisation, as was t ic ease 
the big-financiers are demanding that things shall because they would have to pay too high a rate of General Union, decayed. ■ 
be put ship-shape and the champion bull pedlar of interest.” In 1832, the Builders’ Union, representing most
the world is wondering what kind of bubble he will Meanwhile, slaves are existing on. the dole. At 0f the sub-divisions of the building industry, came 
have to blow next. The international situation is so one city recently 15 babies died at birth or were to the front as a militant body. It was also a fed- 
complicated and so delicately balanced that with- born dead, and the medical officer stated that their erati0n of more or less local unions. It had an el- 
out the support of the Labor Party no capitalist mothers had been starved to such an extent that aborate and fantastic ceremonial, secret, signs and 
government in Britain can stand. Consequently, the children were too weak to live. Capitalism can passw0rds. and the usage of the oath, customs 
plenty of soft soap will be used when treating with no longer feed its slaves. Emigration is being en- j.jed over from the period prior to 1824. In the early 

labor leaders. Also, it is quite certain couraged to Canada, New Zealand, Australia, any- >30--s_ tii,e Builders’ Union became notoriously a-

also with the Grand

car-

thc “sane
that Lloyd George will retain power if possible, where to get them scattered, so that they may starve horrent in the eyes of the masters in that industry.

if it is at the head of a Labor Government quietly or so that they will be in a position to de- rphe union rapidly grew in members and in milit-
The pie-counter is narrowing, and the late friends fend the “Bloomin’ Hempire ’ in the next scrap, ancy The thoroughly aroused employers retaliated 
of the Prime Minister who have been pushed off the and help to balance things politically between the wdh the “document”* and thei “lock-out.” The 
end are ready to do anything for anyone who will Reds and the ruling class of those countries in the wor];men were called upon to sign a document re
promise to allow them; to suck at the teat of a gov- meantime. nouncing membership in the Builders’ Union, with
emment job. Britain wants peace because she is economically yle alternative of being locked out. Robert Owen

Serious troubles are developing in China. The and politically bankrupt. The situation in Egypt, assocjated himself with the work of the Builders’
“ Chink, ” with the American capitalist backing, has Ireland, India, and South Africa, etc., keeps her tJuion. In 1833, he expounded his communistic

; won thé first round of the new scrap, but the Jap- statesmen busily engaged trying to hold back the poliey t0 a delegate meeting of the organisation. The
British combination cannot allow this. Uncle Sam advancing tide. Keep your lamps trim and burn- fajiure 0f two large strikes, however, and the growth
is manoeuvring to get the Japs and the Russians ing, study and work as you never did before. We 

, fighting in Siberia. cannot know too much. When the earth resounds Builders. Union to impotence.
We should worry ! When it comes to paper play- with the crash of the falling system with its out- By far the greatest experiment of the general 

ing the Russians have got everybody else skinned, worn creeds and moth-eaten gods it behoves us to union type wag tbe Grand Consolidated Trade Union 
still at the same time the show is worth "watching; be ready. Those who understand will, if society ^ Great Britain and Ireland. It was founded early 
lightning change artists are on the political stage, survives the shock, be called upon to direct the re- 
One thing is certain—things have reached a crisis building of a fallen world, and to apply the accuni- that Bobert Owen figured most conspicuously in the 
in England. Everything points to another miners’ ulated knowledge of the working class to the task. of trade Zionism. The Grand National was, for
strike this fall. The South Wales miners cannot The task that history has bequeathed to the prolot- nnt mev(dy a means for securing immediate im-

• generate the quality of labor-power demanded of ariat: The abolution of wage-slavery, of capitalism, 
them upon the wages they receive. Now is the time by making our class owners in common of those 
when the fools in the movement are the most things upon which they in common depend.

even

of internal dissensions, had, by 1834, reduced the

in 1834. It was in connection with this organization

provements, but much more, for the communistic re
organization of society.

at all backward in encouraging even disorder and 
violence, so long as it was directed against the op
ponents of reform. When the Bill became law, it

found that the working-class had not been in- Local No. 86 are at 134a 9th Avenue West. Busi- 
eluded in the franchise. The Act signalised only the ness Meetings are held every alternate Tuesday, at 
victory of the middle-class, as a whole, over the land- p p m. Propaganda Meeting every Sunday, St.

George’s Island (under the big tree) at 3 p.m.
All members-at-leage in Alberta and Saskatche- 

should note that the Secretary of the Alberta 
The recovery of trade, on the one hand, and the and Saskatchewan P. E. C. is R. Burns, same address 

disappointment and distrust created by the results as above.

ALBERTA NOTESTRADE UNIONISM FROM 1825-1835.
(Continued from page 3)

did not hesitate to rouse the antagonism of the work- 
to the landed interests and to urge upon the 

[, workmen, as a means of their liberation from the op- 
[' pressive laws of the aristocracy, a radical reform 
[ of the franchise.

In 3832, the Reform Bill was passed amid an ex- 
I eitement, that bordered on civil war. The middlc- 
| class had not failed to exploit all the misery and de- 
! spair of the working-class, and they had not been

It should he noted that Ihe Headquarters of
wasers

ed aristocracy.
In what circumstances did trade unionism revive 

after 1830? wan

v



Rose 34% from 1850 to 1873.
Fell 40% from 1873 to 1896.

Rose 47% from 1896 to 1914.
The value of silver which was 15 to 1 in 1870 was 

38 to 1 of gold 1911. Prices in 1896 fell in gold 
standard' countries and rose in silver standard 
countries. This gave rise to the Bimetallism mov.e-

tliem, which at times reduced prices below cost, 
which ended in tariff wars to limit the home mar-

PRICE (Continued)

E have had platform, press, etc., harangu- ]{et to foreign competition ; Germany 1879, , France 
the increased prices of commodi- 1891 ; and America reached its extreme tariff (Me-w ing over

ties during the war, as if it was something Kinley Tariff) 1890.
A protective tariff only temporarily raises prices 

The position was such in Canada previous to and cannot throw off the effect of a world’s falling
1914 that a “High Cost of Living Commission” sat market. Through the great increased production in
in 1915, to find out the cause of high prices previous the seventies with'a stagnation in gold production ment of 1896.
to the war period. when the new need of it arose, production far out- ^ j Balfour at Manchester October 27th, 1892

new.

I am going to deal with the prices of the last ran that of any previous period, 
century up to 1914 and endeavour to elucidate to pviees fell rapidly, especially in foodstuffs and 
you all down these years the various factors having material, because those commodities poured in to 
their effect on prices, viewed from the Marxian the world’s market from the new cultivated lands 
standpoint 1 have painted numerous charts for my of R,ussia and America. Beef fell fast owing to the seivable systems of currency, that system is as- 
classes that are easily understood but, unable to re- introduction of the frozen meat of New Zealand ; suredly the worst which gives you a standard stead- 
produce them in the Clarion I will deal in as simple likewise sugar, owing to the growth of the beet sugar ily_ continuously, indefinitely appreciating, and 

possible with figures. If we follow the industry and bounties to sell cheaper abroad. which by that very fact, throws a burden upon every
production of gold with the rise and fall of prices
there is a striking similarity. We have of course pl.oduetiS kept such commodities from falling as fast 
some variations in the ups and downs of prices due durjng the falling prices previous to 1880, and ani- 
to other factors. From 1800 to 1810 prices rose in mfll produ<;ts rose faster during rising prices.

Price*

speaking on the subject said he would prefer such a 
system of currency if it could be shown to give ab
solute permanency, and added, “But of all the con-

raw

a manner as
The difficulty of increasing the supply of animal of enterprise, upon every' man who desires toman

promote the agricultural or industrial resources of 
the country and benefiits no human being whatever 
but the owner of fixed debts in gold.”

Britain 85% due to the Napoleonic wars.
sudden fall due.to. the depression of trade

Animal products, with the exception of wool, had 
fallen very little throughout the eighties, and not 

following the termination of the war; owing to tic untR the eiglities were well advanced did they fall, 
market being cut off something similar to what ^ R result of the transportation facilities and the in- 

we have experienced after the Great War took place. troduf;tion of fvozen meat. Tea also fell because of 
From 1810 to 1850 prices fell 60%. In that time wo ^ bettfa, machinery and improvement of cultiva- 
had variations due to the following factors.

High prices in 1818 due to bad harvest; a great 
fall of prices in 1823 due to tariff reductions. Am 
increase during the trade boom of 1825. A fall in 
prices duirng trade depressions and financial crises, 

bad trade depression and low prices in

This movement (bimetallism) was a reflex of
took a the economic conditions of its time. Gold had so ap

preciated in value that it took twice as much in farm 
products to buy an ounce of gold in 1892 as it did 
in 1873 ; on the other hand silver and farm products’ 
exchange equivalents had not greatly altered. This 
meant that the debts being paid in gold in the nine
ties which were borrowed in the seventies could 
purchase twice the quantity of commodities, while 
if they had been paid in silver the purchasing power 
would have varied little.

With tire increased gold production and the rise 
of prices after 1896 to 1914 the Bimetallism move
ment died because the repayment of loans had been 
beneficially transferred to the debtor, side qwing to 
increased prices. The following table taken from 
the United States Labor statistics of April 4th, 1913, 
No. 114, shows the following prices:

Farm

war

tion in India which placed a better and cheapen tea 
the market than that of China.on
Foodstuffs rose per unit in, Minnesota from 1873 

to 1896 owing to demand. Although the farmer re
ceived more tor his grain, it could be; put on board 
ship at a less freight rate owing to the railway
building after the Civil War. This was severely felt 
in Europe, resulting from the railway and ship 
building mania which had helped the boom of 1869 
to 1873 and which became the leading factor in still

with a very 
1850.

We find high prices during the Civil War in Am- 
result of the inflated currency in the six-

find a close

erica as a 
ties.

If we study the various countries 
relationship in the risê and fall of prices.

If we take from 1890 to 1900 as the zero marlr
and call it 100 we find the following:

Britain.

we further reducing commodity prices.
Prices therefor fell until 1896. With the discov- 
of the Rand gold fields and the introduction of 

USA. the Cyanide process, we have another increased 
gold production accompanied with increased prices, 
which caused such great discussion previous to the 
war that the Canadian Government appointed a High 
Cost of Living Commission which brought in its re- 7912 —171
port in 1915 In its report it showed how univer- If we analize the above from the Marxian stan 
sally prices were affected, thus:- „ point the different variations in price be

ll articles at 100 in 1900 rose to 134 in Canada come clear. We find farm products had fallen the
lowest because of the great increased supply ot 
Russian and American wheat, frozen meat, beet 
sugar, etc., with the increased facilities of transpor
tation, causing a greater fall in value in 1896. Cloth
ing fell in price as a result of cheaper raw material 
and improved machinery.

erv Bldg. All corn- 
products. Clothing. Metal, lumber, modities 

113 119
Germany.Years.

1840-50 ..
1850-60 ..
1860-70 ..
1870-80 ..
1880-90 ..
1890-1900 
1900-1910

The above shows us

136 1121111890 .. .110
145 9093.130 9391781896

140151 148 133.130 -120 126
137144132
115113
100100
117110

how prices increased after and Wurtemburg.
1850 caused by a great industrial development which 13 articles rose from 100 to 138 in Canada and 
was instigated by an increased production of gold, Vienna, 
through the discovery of the California Gold Fields.

This increased gold production which makes a Hungary, 
demand on commodities sends prices up, and you 
have a thorough going trade prosperity with an in- U.S.A. 
creased employment of the workers. On the other 
hand an increase in prices resulting from a limited 
supply, through a bad harvest for example ' pro
duces greater misery.

We notice that prices fell from the seventies to lowing factors:
1896. The factor which caused this fall was not only The supply of meat declined relatively per cap- 
the stagnation of gold production but also the im- ita of the population; an increased immigration, 
vrovements in the machinery of production causing with an increased urban population from 14% to 
DriCes to fall to the new value. Through the im- 45-5% between 1871. and 1911. Loans-to build rail-

™ ::L™^Xen,e,ine ,he

SUPPlyl and raw material prices fell to their lowest In Britain these facilities of transportation had (e.g., to grow lumber) and the bush is still going 
•SUPk of the last, century’ in 1896. The same facili- the opposite effect as she was a country depending further back giving a greater distance of transpor-
mark . . ' i transnortation brought on her foodsupplv from overseas, and prices did not tation. Metals, belonging to natural resources, are

° “mZ‘lX .h^u,,d” „J bo fast Zk the same period. also limited ,0 machinery transformation and
%0SC ù nAuction since 1850 had greatly ex- The production of gold was enormous, reaching transportation; so that we see commodity prices are 
of gold product,on a,nee 7(l„ in 1910. dominated by «lue, which we have already had un-

On Long periods we find, then, prices der consideration.
Rose 85% from 1800 to 1808. Next Article: Prices continued; from 1914 up .
Fell 60% from 1808 to 1850. through the war.

.....115

20 articles rose from 100 to 140 in Canada and

11 articles rose from 100 to 154 in Canada—152 The same causes affected Metal and Lumber. 
The great increased production of gold with 
panying higher prices after 1896 sent farm products 
up highest, followed by lumber, metal and clothing 
in 1912.

aecom-
The world price was 131 to Canada’s 140.
We find that \f. S. A. and Canadian prices rose 

higher than the most of other countries, especially 
in food stuffs. The cause is to be found in the fol-

Farm products not being adaptable to increased 
production by machinery to the same extent (e.g., 

have milking machines but you cannot 
with machines, or grow grain with mach-grow cows

inery) therefor the depreciation of gold could not x 
be offset to the same extent as in manufacturing

into 
spur
tended capitalistic industry with enormous 
of production in England, Germany and the Eastern 
portion of the United States. After the crisis of 1873 
the wildest industrial competition bro,ke out among
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Paying Our Way
and the price of bills of exchange will move in sym- feetivc it must be world wide, and go with a swing, 
pathy if for example, Britain imports more from The scanty trade of cautious “agreements am P- 

. ,. .< . , • A America imports from Britain, then lomatic “settlements” is worthless as a broken
HE same principle which governs individual America ^ gterling> in Lon. wheel. Clearly there can be no specie shipments to
Payment, applies similarly to nations. The the price of sterlingj as mea8ured such an extent. Gold does not exist in sufficient
unit is merged in the collectivity; individual don ^ 1 ' f U be<,ausC) sinee bills quantity. And clearly there is no prosperity m the

The mer- in commo^s shipped there are transhipment of goods, on a credit which demands
of necessity, more bills on London, in N. Y., than such enormous interest on exchange.

N: Y. in London. Sterling in N. Tbe Allied war debts run into fancy figures. Al-
Britain about £l:1/i

PART 2.

T
enterprise summarised in trade statistics, 
chant class gather up the production of their respec
tive countries and exchange it with each other, se-
curing in the merely Y.™ wlk,‘ ,nd"h« supply strong, because buying ,M Bl,„pc „ alleged to
neither cu , n i ’ Market price ex- in N. Y. has been light, and few people have pay- billion. France owes over
translate incorporated value ^maAet^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _n London While conversely, dot million. and Belgium £9 million.
pressed in nations < ' - - international lars are in demand in London, and the supply ‘ wan Europe t0 the U. S. goes into billions, (dollars),
ternational exchange. In the terms of internal ^ ^ moon/' because buying in London has Britain owe8 at ,ea8t a billion dollars- France $200
exchange, because mar c is no heavy, and many people have payments to milliov. Belgium $100 million and Italy $11 millions,
trolled by individual or nation but: bycon ^ y And there are other debts outstanding, and millions
tinually fluctuating conditions of th™ridl market ^ ^ Qf esohftnge is determined, mainly, by do„ars of aeCmed (Unpaid) interest. Looked at

This process ot exchange is ba ed _ on ^ ^y ^ yolume o£ commerce, and the “mint par” around in the tevms of present exchange, those figures
value on t e par va >u o . instance’—indicate which the exchange fluctuates is determined by the kle ]ike an April morning,
of national money-the £ «tg- fo instance ind ca labor in the gold unit (£, $, mks„ or kr.), of
es a precise quantity of social labor. ^ The va e fe tive countries. The mint par of dollars
gold—m its time-setting may e reg sterling is $4.83% ; cost of shipment is 2%,
constant, but price is always changing m accord- and sterling » .U therefoio carl0us- „ „ ...
ance with market necessities. And although over a making par exchange o - • /• ’ ’ in some cases, almost to nonexistence. But witliou
Tteriod of time value and price equilibrate, in the exchange moyed in favor of London, i.e ' .exchange of commodities on a large scale, not only
transient conditions of actual practice, they never in London fell to-say-$4.90, N. Y. wouldL « 8y wiU exchange not maintain its present level, but will 
, Th technique of social production of a given to London. Conversely, if exchange 'A totally collapse ; or it might be balanced by cancel
time puts the hall-mark on commodity value ; the and sterling m London fell to $ . , on .g lation of all war and floating debts. But that would
volume of trade and state of the market govern lose gold, to America, I e nun pai ° ( . be a violation of the property right on which the

25f 22c, shipment 8c : equals par of excha g „ > wbob, edifice 0f capital stands, and none but the
pnce' . , • Kno«H on sale • on exchang- 30c ; of the mark : 20m, 43p ; ship 5p. : equals 20m. stron t mon0polics could weather the storm. If

Capitobet exc Mge i s ^ u 48,,. And trad, vicissitude. happen to «11 alike. Qol.l cannot be balanced without cancellation,
,„g all ts prod», ton tor god. A”J " is ,„st „„ „ ndverse rate, bocanso for .. e-ptal ~l-« 8 w„, „„„ Wlrf „t ,11.
payment is made. But with the mi„niy expand weight and fineness, one receives •
of capitalist commerce, actual gold became mad- 0 g , To safeguard property right—that is what stands
equate to the circulation of commodities. More and a 1« vaue in^ex ^ finger„ o£ at the back of every political utterance, international

, more credit became a necessity, and only by con- Let » ■ y at *4.45 i.e., £1 conference and diplomatic intrigue the world over,
tinual extensions of credit could business be carried today. Sterlin,,m. . • 1 . That is what inspires the Franco-British controversy
on. Paper became legal tender, therefore, in token stg. is London is, 55f 60c'; i.e., £1 sterling on Alien property in Russia-the oil ami minerals
of payment in gold, while gold itself-in bar or coin, Th,, pn jq M _ (ab’out. - of the unexplored Middle East. The Hague con-
passed into the passivity of reserves, i.e., it acts in 1S ™ London is 2200, (about) i.e., £1 ster- l'erence was but a smoke screen to hide the move-
commerce as the gryroscope in mechanics as a stabi- The mar , * ments of Dutch shell, Empire steel and coal, and the

TeLU ,her =,u...««ly growing halo.» of J-P,, » i,, *1 sterling .............e „f the-big iive" «•«
credit. So that, roughly, movements of specie cor- lvi . at , ’ , , - is why Rapallo was denounced and condemned. It
respond with movements of commerce. Potentially, m worth m ienn. . serling was a threat against private possession. That is

P But in the actual ebb and Lire at London is 98 2o par (25.22) i.e. ^ Britajn and France quarrelled over the French
“invisible” is worth in Rome £4 (about) Treaty with Angora. It

Florins at London is 1.48 (pai 12) i.e. - daW> of the Near and Middle East, i.e., the newly
is worth m Amsterdam 18/6 (about) av((uived resources of British exploitation. That ir

That is to wy, that Britain w IramgjjoUl ^ mpport and >resei,ts”-of
land and the s tates. T e munitions—from the Allies. As a bulwark against

Soviet Russia. That is, against the principle of 
social possession and social production for social 
welfare. That was why the Allies supported the 
“white ’’Republic of Georgia. It was a means to 
crush Russia in the interests of private property, and 
validate the fruitage from the immense oil invest
ments of the Caspian. Greece and Turkey battled 
for Armenia and its borders and laid it waste—un
der the auspices of Britain and France respectively, 
because, from the first France had acquired the 
“right” to exploit part of ancient Syria, and from 
the Greek, Britain ( Anglo-Persian oil) had the pet
roleum rights of Macedon. That is why the 
speakable Turk” is allowed his foothold in Con
stantinople. Because the rivalry for the hegemony 
of Europe has now divided the war victors: while 
mortal fear of the “great king of the North” holds 
them in a common sympathy. That is why there 
are. eveywhere, wage cuts and strikes in resistance. 
Because the cost of production must fail to meet 
foreign competition. T lie cotton mills of Lancashire 

idle, because profit distribution prevents the ab
sorption of their products. Reparation coal has par
alysed British mining and brought “prosperity” to 
the gunmen and sheriffs of West Virginia. The Brit
ish engineers were locked out because the acquire
ment of the German merchant marine has tied up 
millions of tons of shipping in British harbors, and 
the slump in the war market prevents production 
for profit. The whole world has been sacked, that 
profit and privilege might retain its “right” to the 

(Continued on page 8)

owe-
£500 million; Italy £500 

The war debt of

Canada and the states are about the only coun
tries with a favorable trade balance—and that pre- 

The exports of all others have declined,

. User,

they correspond exactly, 
flow of trade, with its shifting balance of 
returns, this correspondence does not always appear.

Consequently, the wealth of capitalist nations 
appears as an increase of exports, not at all as an 
increase in production. And it is calculated in the
moonshine of money profit ; not m thetm m" ° N y quotations on Foreign markets, are,
essential of social use. Obviously capitalist pro-
Auction is stimulated by the incentive of gain, not ( . h d ]lar is therefore worth
for the benefit of capitalist society as a whole, but gu»**
for the benefit of the capitalist class m par îcu ar ^ ' ' 20) the dollar is therefore worth

obviously, the advantage of the capitalist class Italy ^par J
can only be secured in the exploitation of the gov m ' qq donav is therefore
erned mass. In this servitude is the key to the whole Belgium 7J6 (par - ) J J
pouition. Who», .hi. exploilatiou th„e =,»M b, ””'h ™ ,^'r 40
no buying or selling. For in a society economically Holland 38, 0 (par . 
free the principle of service would take precedence Germany 14 ,par Ojte 
over the interest of profit, and it would he .econnted i.Lfng',0 America,
in the terms of value, not by the idt P • NormaUy, an adverse exchange can be rectified

•In commercial practice, consequently commodv „old shipments and so equalise prices (of corn-
ties are not actually exchanged for go d but ,)0UgM in exchange). Unless that, for pur-
effect, for other commodities. It is only in the final credit security, 0r rate of interest, or stock
balancing of international accounts ti(i* dement” exchange ventures, the losing country deems it prud- 
shipped—and then not always. The ent to take the loss> hoping to recover itself later,
is frequently postponed (especially in confine above, merchants in Britain
Europe) even when, seemingly it would pay better Bnt mthe^ ^ ^ ^ ^ on x. y. (i.e. for 
to ship gold and gold is actually in existenc Th dol,Js ;n America) must pay 22/6 in the £ stg; while 
process of commerce is carried on by bills ot ex 
change. • These bills are precisely similar to checks 

local bank. They are orders to pay stated mon-
bought and sold!

a menace to the “manwas

As

“un-

arethe liberty loving Frenchman who draws on Lon
don must relinquish for £1 stg—£2. 4/ ; and the
banana man must give £4; while Germany and Aus
tria may be reckoned as bankrupts. The relation of 

America is similar. Clearly, Britain can
Yet,

on a
ies to named individuals. They ^

, jn the open market, at the current price of ‘1 money ’
I i„ international trade. They represent exchange

commodities (in goods, services or securities)^ and 
the condition of trade between two countries is re
flected in their prices, in the prevailing rate of ex
change. If one country exports more to another 

than it imports from it, the rate of ex
in favor of the exporting country,

are

Europe to
buy cheaper from Europe than from America, 
she buvs to her destruction. For it closes the doors 
of her own factories, cuts off the foreign market, and 
prevents the functioning of her slaves. To agree to

For to be ef-

I

trade almost seems to agree to war.
country 
change will move *—Gold point.
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of need, and profit from the aspirations of hope. It 710, Vancouver, B. C. Add discount on cheques, 
has planned and created, toiled and accomplished ;
lifted society—potentially—from the limits of want Sanderson, Box 2354, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
and hardship to an almost fabulous bounty of 
abundance . For its blood stained gold it has trad
ed and triumphed. For society it has accomplished 
the economic revolution—the social perceptions of 
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flashed world-wide on its jangling wires of trade, 
and written in the language of exchange, is posted 
daily in the wonderful cities it has conjured for its 
profit—and their desolation.

Official organ of the S. P. of C. Published twice 
a month.R.

Subscriptions : Canada, 20 issues, $1; Foreign : 
16 issues $1.

Enclosed find

PLATFORM

Socialist Party of 
Canada

We, the Socialist Party of Canada affirm our alleg
iance to, end eupport of the principles and programme 
at the revolutionary working olsaa

labor, applied to natural reuouroee, produces all 
The preeent economic system la based uponwealth.

capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, all the products of labor belong to the eapltal- 
1st olaee. The capitalist le. therefore, master; the
worker a slave.

So long as the capitalist olaee remains In possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and "defend Its property rights In 
the means of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist ea ever- 
ewciting stream of profite, and to the worker, an ever- 
Increaslng measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working olaee lies In setting ltaelf 
free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage system, under which this exploitation, at the point 
of production, le cloaked. To accomplish this necessit
ates the transformation of capitalist property In the 
means of wealth production into socially controlled econ
omic forces.

The irrepressible conflict of interest between the cap
italist and the worker neeeeearlly expresses Itself as a 
struggle for political supremacy.
Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise under 
the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with the 
object of conquering the political powers for the pur
pose of setting up and enforcing the économie pro
gramme of the working class, as follow»i

1—The transformation, aa rapidly as poselhln 
of capitalist property in the 
wealth production (natural resources, factor- 
tort ee, mille, railroads, ete.)- Into collective 
means of production.

1__The organisation and management of Industry
by the working olaee.

t—The establishment, as speedily as possible, of 
production for use Instead of production for 
profit.

This Is the Class

Communism
and

Chrlstlanlsm
Analyzed and contrasted from the Marxian and 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brown. D.D.
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Earth and make the World safe for Industrial 
Communism.
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edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design,New paper
THE BRADFORD-BROWN EDUCATIONAL CO., Inc. 
Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Gallon, Ohio.

Or from

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.

very beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, $1.00.
“It will do a wonderful work in this the greatest 

crisis in all history.”—Truth.

Socialist Party of Canada 
PROPAGANDA MEETINGS
STAR THEATRE, 300 Block, Main Street

Sunday, August 13th
Speaker:

C. Lestor
Subject: TWO YEARS ABROAD. 

(Second Lecture)
Send “Western Clarion’ ’to
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Discussion.Questions.
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